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energic perception. It means: (1) the ritual object; (2)
the body of an individual ancestor (from whom the life-force
is derived); (3) the mystical attribute of certain objects.
There is the similar conception zogo of the Torres Straits,
the word being used both as substantive and adjective
The Australian arungquiltha is a parallel idea of similar
meaning, only it is the word for bad magic, and for the wicked
spirit that likes to swallow the sun in an eclipse.1 Of a similar
character is the Malay badi, which also includes evil magical
relations.
The investigations of Lumholtz* have shown that the
Mexican Huichols also have a fundamental intuition of a
power that circulates through men, ritual animals and plants
(stags, hikuli, grain, feathers, etc.}.8
The investigations of Alice Fletcher among the North
American Indians reveal the fact that the wakan concept
is an energic relation similar to the conceptions discussed
above. A man may become wakan through fasting, prayer,
or vision. The weapons of a young man are wakan ; they
must not be touched by a woman (because otherwise the
libido becomes regressive). Thus the weapons are prayed to
before battle (in order to make them powerful by charging
them with libido). Wakan represents the connexion between
the visible and the invisible, between the living and the
dead, between the part and the whole of an object.
his hand, singing the while; and gradually, he comes to feel that
there is some official association between him, and the sacred object^-**
that a virtue of some kind passes from it to him and from him to it/*
Fetishes are filled with new power, if left standing for weeks or months
near other strong fetishes, Compare also Pechu^l-Loesche, Vol&$~
kunde vom Loango, p, 366.
1 Spencer and Gillen, Northern Tribes, p. 548,
 *	Unknown Mexico,
 *	L6vy-Briihl, Lc.> p. 139: " When the Huichols assert the identity
of grain, stags, hikuli, and feathers, it is really a kind of classification
made of their representations, a classification of which the directing
principle is the common presence within these things, or rather the
circulation among them, of a mystical power that is extremely important
" for the tribe/'

